@irongeek_adc I like your work archiving cons, but your april fools joke is an unfunny slap to women in security.
Tech Mom @techdemom · 13h
@McGrewSecurity #agreed...that was stupid. But so is the 90's look.@irongeek_adc

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 12h
@McGrewSecurity if I was not sincere it might be a slap at rad feminists, not women. I why do you doubt my sincerity?

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 12h
@techdemom @McGrewSecurity More HTML 2.0 shaming

the grugq @thegrugq · 12h
@McGrewSecurity @irongeek_adc lol chics, amirite?

The Melissa Virus @0xabad1dea · 12h
.@McGrewSecurity @irongeek_adc 😞😞😞

טַּרְקֵץ |@stevelord · 12h
@McGrewSecurity @irongeek_adc I'd agree with unfunny. Slap in the face to feminists of all colours too, but not women in general.

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 10h
@irongeek_adc and he doubles down with the SJW meme. Maybe talk to a few women before just dismissing feminism @McGrewSecurity

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 10h
@isaac32767 @McGrewSecurity What do you mean dismissing? I said I'm joining a radical branch, though there are a lot to choose from.

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 10h
@irongeek_adc I can only repeat that you need to talk to more women before making fun of any brand of feminism @McGrewSecurity
Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 10h
@isaac32767 @McGrewSecurity Thanks, I'll read Sally Miller Gearhart & Valerie Solanas & see if I can find some of their follower to talk to

comex @comex · 10h
@0xabad1dea i think getting upset about an apropos-nothing meme reference (even if the meme is offensive) is inappropriate.

The Melissa Virus @0xabad1dea · 9h
@comex dude, infosec has a feminism culture war problem and this is not harmless funny neutrality

comex @comex · 9h
@0xabad1dea i would say it is not too far from your average tech-subculture (X language/OS fan) stereotype. more offensive but not that much

The Melissa Virus @0xabad1dea · 9h
@comex and of course, “the feminist who gets upset about everything!” is a stereotype used to try to stop women from complaining

comex @comex · 9h
@0xabad1dea (also, everything vaguely related to tech has a feminism culture war problem, and i didn't say anything about neutrality.)

comex @comex · 9h
@0xabad1dea yes, which is why i try to avoid making such comments even if that is my initial reaction. this was too much for me

The Melissa Virus @0xabad1dea · 9h
@comex all I did was say 😞😞😞. I didn’t even write a tumblr essay.

comex @comex · 9h
@0xabad1dea fair enough; i seem to have a habit of complaining about things merely exposed to me via you (in this case, the reply thread)
Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 9h
@irongeek_adc No, try talking to ordinary women and see whether they share your jaundiced view of "rad feminism"

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 9h
@isaac32767 Ok. Women in my twitter stream, what do you think of "rad fems" like Gearhart & Solanas? What branch of feminism should I join?

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 8h
@irongeek_adc don’t be dense. We’re talking about your "satire". Do you know any women IRL? if so ask them how they feel about your tweet.

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 8h
@irongeek_adc and if there aren’t any women in real life you can talk about this stuff with, well there’s your problem right there

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 8h
@isaac32767 Quite few. They can respond to the post & the cross post on facebook I made. So far, they just laugh & think I’m joking. :( 

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 8h
@isaac32767 Most of the women I know are libertarian/republican/non-conformists, poor souls have internalized misogyny. :(

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 8h
@irongeek_adc in other words, you avoid associating with women who might challenge your bullshit

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 8h
@isaac32767 What do you mean? I’m trying to associate with them right now, but you told me to speak to "ordinary women" & not rad fems.

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 8h
@irongeek_adc by ordinary women I meant random women you know or work with, not women preselected to agree with you.
@irongeek_adc and if you think your followers aren't preselected in the same way, you're not thinking this through

@isaac32767 So my friends who hold my old views aren't "ordinary women"? Ok, guess I need to shun them to lead my new life. :( Thanks.

@isaac32767 stop doubling down. never said to give up friends. said you shd try talking to women who don't feel they have to agree w you

@isaac32767 tho I'll admit that it's prob waste of time, since you'll prob approach them with the same defensive attitude you've shown me

@isaac32767 Cool, so I don't have to block @InfoSystir @kickfroggy @ArtByAlida & @paint27 because they think I'm joking & laugh about it.

@paint27 @isaac32767 @InfoSystir @kickfroggy @ArtByAlida we'll duh.. were all SANE.... well as sane as you can be now-a-days..

@isaac32767 defensive? I'm trying to join. And I can't approach random women on the street because rad feminists told me that's creepy.

@isaac32767 , wait is @isaac32767 actually serious?? I can go deeper, but Twitter isn't set up for ethical and psychological debates.

@isaac32767 I think @isaac32767 may be an MRA plant trying to subvert me from my life change.
@paint27 I am kinda upset, that comment paints me as not being "female enough" or "a strong women".

@isaac32767 pic.twitter.com/8CGiVee1hy

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 your deflections are getting boring

@paint27 I’m going to hope he’s just April fools Trolling. @isaac32767

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 so, you work in a male dominated profession, but you don’t have to deal with any sexism? cool @irongeek_adc

Gillis Jones @Gillis57 I’d like to point out that you seem to be devaluing female opinions based on your worldview…

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 I’m not devaluing anybody's opinion. I’m saying his sample of opinions isn’t very random. @paint27 @irongeek_adc

@isaac32767 @paint27 @irongeek_adc the boys I work with, know what a swift kick to the nuts does if they get outta line. it’s all about conditioning

@isaac32767 @irongeek_adc I also try to know my limits, I know when it best to delegate a task, and when best to take leadership. @irongeek_adc

@isaac32767 you’re being more passive-aggressively condescending then any misogynist that would do so to my face. @irongeek_adc @Gillis57
Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 5h
@paint27 I endorse your nutkicking strategy. But some people would call that radical feminism @irongeek_adc

paint27 @paint27 · 5h
@isaac32767 considering it's reserved for when needed and I have been nearly raped by a boss before, I call it self-defense.@irongeek_adc

paint27 @paint27 · 5h
@isaac32767 but then again unlike the fem's, I don't hate all men because of one idiot, I judge on a case by case basis. @irongeek_adc

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 5h
@paint27 we can discuss my personality flaws if you want, but I don't really see relevance to the subject at hand @irongeek_adc @Gillis57

paint27 @paint27 · 5h
@isaac32767 it's quite relevant, since you said that my opinion doesn't matter because I'm not "feminist" enough. @Gillis57 @irongeek_adc

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 5h
@paint27 sigh. I'm condescending. Feminists hate men. It seems everybody on my side of the argument is a pathetic dweeb. @irongeek_adc

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 5h
@paint27 and if we're all pathetic tweeds you don't have to listen to what we're saying to you. @irongeek_adc

Isaac Rabinovitch @isaac32767 · 5h
@paint27 and I never set your opinion doesn't matter. but it shouldn't be the only opinion @irongeek_adc cares about

Tang0DownU @InfoSystir · 5h
@paint27 @irongeek_adc @isaac32767 @kickfroggy @ArtByAlida bitches be crazy
@Tang0DownU @InfoSystir · 5h
@isaac32767 @paint27 @irongeek_adc he cares about mine of course

Will Showalter @WillShowalter · 2h
.@McGrewSecurity I had already removed @irongeek_adc from my InfoSec news list for the rants on feminism, but I completely unfollowed today.

Rob Weiss @3XPlo1T2 · 2h
@WillShowalter @McGrewSecurity @irongeek_adc HAS EVERYONE LOST THEIR MINDS???

Wesley McGrew @McGrewSecurity · 2h
@WillShowalter @irongeek_adc I used to recommend the site to students for con videos, lately just recommended they go straight to youtube

Casey Dunham @CaseyDunham · 2h
@InfoSystir @isaac32767 @paint27 @irongeek_adc well @obfuscationx2 is another woman familiar with both cultures. Wonder what she thinks.

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 2h
@McGrewSecurity @WillShowalter I’m just not feeling welcome in the radical feminist community, maybe Tumblr will be more accepting.

Wesley McGrew @McGrewSecurity · 2h
.@irongeek_adc sexism aside, you’re also making fun of GoFundMe and Patreon on a page with two Paypal donation buttons.

emily pience @obfuscationx2 · 2h
@CaseyDunham @InfoSystir @isaac32767 @paint27 @irongeek_adc well, a a rad feminist, not originally of InfoSec, (and a woman IRL) in approve

emily pience @obfuscationx2 · 2h
@CaseyDunham @InfoSystir @isaac32767 @paint27 @irongeek_adc but am I the RIGHT kind of woman IRL? That is the question
Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 2h
@McGrewSecurity What did I say that was sexist? I said I’m joining the rad fems. Also, how am I making fun of GoFundMe and Patreon?

Nathaniel Wakelam @nnwakelam · 2h
@McGrewSecurity @irongeek_adc April Fools Jokes are meant to be funny... awkward.

emily pience @obfusicationx2 · 2h
@irongeek_adc @McGrewSecurity he’s just putting the FUN back into fundamental radicalism

The Melissa Virus @0xabad1dea · 2h
@WillShowalter @McGrewSecurity @irongeek_adc oh, this wasn’t out of the blue? I feel even more justified in finding this Super Gross

paint27 @paint27 · 2h
@CaseyDunham @InfoSystir @isaac32767 @irongeek_adc @obfusicationx2 that’s what i didn’t get. Me being a Data Admin for 7 years didn’t count

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 2h
@obfusicationx2 @McGrewSecurity Exactly, if you’re not interested in lowing the male pop down to %10 you’re not rad ig2.me/15

♀Tang0Down♀ @InfoSystir · 2h
@irongeek_adc @obfusicationx2 @McGrewSecurity I’m really bad at being a feminist. I’ve created 3 of them!!!! O.O

esSOBi @essobi · 2h
@McGrewSecurity @WillShowalter @irongeek_adc wow. That’s a helluva opinion.

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 2h
@InfoSystir @obfusicationx2 @McGrewSecurity Sad, since all PIV is rape ig2.me/16 Sorry for what happened to you.
@Tang0DownU @InfoSystir · 2h
@irongeek_adc @obfuscationx2 @McGrewSecurity boy....this changes everything. Can my next pickup line be "wanna rape?"

emily pience @obfuscationx2 · 2h
@irongeek_adc @InfoSystir @McGrewSecurity please tell me this is satire. Sadly, I know it isn't.

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 2h
@obfuscationx2 @InfoSystir Poess law & all, not 100% sure @McGrewSecurity agrees with it, I may just be a more radical feminist than him.

@Tang0DownU @InfoSystir · 2h
@irongeek_adc troublemaker @obfuscationx2 @McGrewSecurity

emily pience @obfuscationx2 · 1h
@irongeek_adc @InfoSystir @McGrewSecurity I meant the PIC wordpress none sense

emily pience @obfuscationx2 · 1h
@irongeek_adc @InfoSystir @McGrewSecurity PIV*

Wahsnerc Nairda @irongeek_adc · 1h
@obfuscationx2 @InfoSystir @McGrewSecurity Me too
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poe%27s_l...

emily pience @obfuscationx2 · 1h
@irongeek_adc having attended liberal arts' "genders' studies" I have met IRL Rad Fem's who could have written that wholeheartedly

emily pience @obfuscationx2 · 1h
@irongeek_adc I wasn't "feminist enough" bc I am "only Bi" and choose to wear make up
I just think he was listening to me rant last night to girl here & boobsofbushwick.tumblr.com & calls it feminism.

It's ok, I accept you even if you have a little internalized misogyny.

Just not "the free the nipple movement"

I be all like i.imgur.com/McItYjr.gif

As a woman I found it funny, not offensive at all. I don't find hugs offensive either.

I meant this huffingtonpost.com/2015/03/27/free-the-nipple-movement- & telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-l...

Or else you get this.

Must admit, I don't understand this aspect of radical feminism, but plan to study it tonight. Thanks.

I don't understand it, but then I don't live in NYC. Feminism when I was young was just having a job only men did
Alida Antonia @ArtByAlida · 28m
@irongeek_adc Yeah, I think they even have a twitter account you can follow.
@freethenipple ?

fleur @fl3uryz · 25m
@irongeek_adc @isaac32767 I never heard of them and kind of clueless about the difference between different branch of feminisms as well